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CROSS-COUNTRY MOVEMENT Chapter 6

PREPARE CCM OVERLAY

The cross-country movement (CCM) overlay is sometimes referred to as an
avenue-of-approach map because it tells the best routes by which various vehicles
can get to an objective when they cannot use prepared roads. It also shows parts
of terrain that these vehicles cannot cross.

Step 1. Assemble source materials. These will include the base topographic map,
aerial photography, slope (surface configuration), vegetation and soils (surface
materials) factor overlays, and the following tables:

Table 6-1, Vehicle characteristics.
Table 6-2, Slope/speed characteristics.
Table 6-3, Soils factor (dry and wet).
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Table 6-4, Soils data.
Table 6-5, Categories for speeds and CCM map units.
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Table 6-6, Vegetation factor data.
Table 6-7, Speed Prediction tabulation sheet.

Step 2. Determine the vehicle to be used and whether the CCM product will be
prepared for dry or wet conditions or both.

Step 3. Procure the surface configuration factor overlay and Tables 6-1 and 6-2.

Step 4. Compute the F1 speed/slope factor. This calculation determines the
extent that any slope will deteriorate the speed of the vehicle without consideration
for any other physical factor.

Using Table 6-1, determine the maximum off-road gradability (kph), maximum
on-road gradability (%), and maximum road speed (kph). Record this information
in the appropriate column of Table 6-2.
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From the surface-configuration overlay, determine the percent of ground slope

for slope categories A through F. Use the mid-point value of the slope category as
ground slope, as shown below.

Example: Slope category = 10 to 20%

Ground slope = 15%

Record values of ground slope in the appropriate columns of Table 6-2.

Calculate F1 values for each slope category.

a. Negative values indicate No-Go areas, use F1 = 0.

b. Round values to nearest hundredth, then post them on Table 6-2.

Note: Rounding is critical to the final value.

c. F1 for map unit G (naturally or culturally dissected terrain) represents an
unusual case and is best represented by using the lowest F1 value obtained that still
permits movement.

Example: Calculate the slope category for the M113 (see Table 6-1).

Maximum off-road gradability = 45%
Maximum on-road gradability = 60%

Maximum road speed = 48 kph
Ground slope = 15% (midpoint of 10-20%)

F1 = 24.0 kph

d. Record F1 values on Table 6-2.
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Step 5. Calculate F2, slope-intercept-frequency (SIF) factor. SIF is the number

of times the ground surface changes between positive and negative slopes over a
one-kilometer distance. Measuring this is extremely time-consuming in the field,
so use the expedient method.

a. Register the surface-configuration overlay to the appropriate topographic
map. In a slope category on the overlay, lay a line equal to the length of a diagonal
of a one-kilometer square (approximately l.4 times the length of 1 kilometer on
the map).

b. Count the number of times any contour line within the slope category crosses
or touches the diagonal.

c. Lay out a second line at right angles and count intercepts as before.

Note: A prepared template will greatly speed this operation.

d. Repeat this procedure at least ten times for each slope map unit, then average
the counts. See Figure 6-1.

e. Repeat this procedure for all slope categories A through F.

f. Adjust the average counts to the standard 1:50,000-scale map with a 20-meter
contour interval.

1) Determine the adjusted count, using the formula--

Example:
 Contour interval of map used = 10 m
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Average SIP count = 24.4
Standard contour interval = 20 m

= 12.2 (Round to 12 or the nearest
whole number).

2) Compute F2 values for each slope category, using the formula--

Example: SIP = 12

3)

4)

F2 = .96

Round values to the nearest hundredth, and record them on Table 6-2.

Record the lowest F2 value on map unit G.

Step 6. Calculate F, slope/SIF - speed calculation. This calculation gives the
calculated speed based on the effects and variation of slope.

a. Compute F values using the formula

F = F1 x F2.

Example: F1/2 = F1 x F2
F1/2 =  24.0 kph x .96
F1/2 = 23.04 kph

b. Record F in the appropriate column of Table 6-2.

Note: The value F will tell you what effect slope will have on vehicle speed.

Step 7. Obtain F3 vegetation factor.

a. Procure the vegetation-factor overlay and vegetation-roughness tables, Tables
1 and 6. Continuing with the previously selected vehicle, compute the F3 vegeta-
tion factor.

b. Using Table 6-1, determine the vehicle width in meters (m), maximum
override diameter (m), and minimum turning radius (m) and record them on Table
6-6.
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c. From the vegetation factor overlay, determine the forest types and list them in
alphanumerical sequence on Table 6-6. List all other vegetation after the forest
types. See Figure 6-2.

d. From the vegetation roughness table on the vegetation-factor overlay, deter-
mine the stem diameter (m), stem spacings (m), and vegetation-roughness factor
for the appropriate forest types and record the information on Figure 6-6. See
Figure 6-3.
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e. For nonforest types, place the vegetation roughness factor in the appropriate
location on Table 6-2. For all forested areas, calculate V1 and record it on Table
6-6. V1 is the product of the vehicle factor (VF) and the vehicle clearance factor
(V1a). VF accounts for the response of drivers when approaching wooded areas.
V1a accounts for the physical ability of a vehicle to maneuver between tree stems
in a wooded area.

Formula:

V1 = (VF)(V1a)

Where--

SS = Stem Spacing (m)
SD = Stem Diameter (m)

W = Vehicle Width (m)
MTR = Minimum turning radius (m)

Notes:

1. if VF or V1a
2. if VF
3. if Vla
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f. Calculate V2 for all forested areas and record it on Table 6-6. V2 is the

calculation used to determine if it would be easier for the vehicle to override the
trees rather than maneuver between them. The VT portion of the formula is used
to calculate the minimum number of trees a vehicle can hit at one time.

Formula:

Notes:

1.

2.

3.

g.

if SD > OD, V2 = 0.

if V2

if VT

Calculate F3 = Select the larger value between V1 and V2.

0, V2 = 0.

1, VT = 1.

Formula: F3 = (VR)(V1 or V2)
VR= vegetation roughness factor (obtain from the vegetation overlay)

Notes:
1. If F3 > 1.0, F3 = 1.0

2. If F3 >0, F3 = 0 (No-Go)

h. Record F3 values on Table 6-5.

Step 8. Procure the soil factor overlay and Tables 1, 3, and 4. Continuing with
the previously selected vehicle, compute the F4 soil factor. This calculation will
determine if a particular soil type will support vehicular movement and to what
extent the speed will decrease due to that soil type. See Figure 6-4.

a. Using Table 6-1, determine the vehicle cone index (VCI1) for one pass and
the vehicle cone index (VCI 50) for fifty passes. Record them on Table 6-3.

b. From the surface-materials factor overlay, extract the appropriate soils map
units, such as ML1, SM2, and OH0, and post them on Table 6-3.

Note: The third digit refers to the surface-roughness code.

c. From Tables 6-1 and 6-4, determine appropriate RCI values for dry and/or wet
conditions and post them on Table 6-3.

d. Calculate the dry-soil factor (F4D) and/or wet-soil factor (F4W) for each soil
type.
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Notes:
1. if F4
2. if F4

0, F4 = 0 (No Go)
1, F4 = 1

e. Record F4 values on Table 6-4.

CONSTRUCT COMPLEX FACTOR OVERLAY

Step 1. Register the overlay to the base map.

Step 2. Outline the built-up areas (color in red).

Step 3. Outline the open-water areas (color in blue).

Step 4. Using the surface-configuration overlay and the vegetation-factor data
table, register complex overlay to the factor overlay and outline the slope areas
(color No-Go areas in yellow).

Step 5. Using the vegetation factor overlays and Table 6-3, vegetation factor
data, register the complex overlay and outline the vegetation areas (do not draw
lines through areas already colored). Color No-Go areas in yellow, and disregard
areas less than 250 x 250 meters at map scale (5mm for 1:50,000) or narrow areas
less than 100 meters in width at map scale (2mm for 1,50:000).

Step 6. Using surface-materials factor overlay and Table 6-4, soil factor (dry and
wet data), follow the procedures in Step 5.

Step 7. Beginning in the upper left comer, number the noncolored areas from 1
through 99. If you have more than 99 areas, outline the first area of 99 and label
it as Sector A. Number remaining areas 1 through 99, as before, and label them as
Section B. Continue numbering areas and sectors as required.

Step 8. Annotate all sector and area numbers on Table 6-5.

Step 9. Compute CCM speed.

a. Using the completed complex factor overlay and the surface-configuration
factor overlay, determine the appropriate map unit for each area and post it on Table
6-5.

b. Determine the F1/2 value for the map units from Table 6-2 and post it on Table
6-5.

c. Using the complex factor overlay, the vegetation overlay, and Table 6-3,
determine the map units and F3 values and post them on Table 6-5.
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d. Using the complex factor overlay, the surface materials overlay and Table 6-4,
determine the map units and F4 values and post them on Table 6-5.

e. Determine the surface roughness factor (F5) for each area from the surface
materials overlay and post it on Table 6-5. See Figure 6-5.
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f. Calculate the final CCM dry and/or wet speeds for each area. Use Table 6-7
and the following formula:

Speed (kph) = F1/2 x F3 x F4W x F5

Note: Round all interim and final calculations to the nearest hundredth. Post
them on Table 6-5.

g. Determine the CCM dry and/or wet map unit for each area using the CCM
legend, and post it on Table 6-5.

h. Combining areas of like CCM map units, draw the CCM product in final
format.

i. Add the appropriate linear obstacle data.
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PERFORM AVENUE OF APPROACH SYNTHESIS
PROCEDURE

An avenue of approach is a route that must offer some ease of movement plus
provide for an adequate dispersion of a friendly or enemy force large enough to
have a significant impact on a military operation. The avenue of approach product
does not include the status or possible actions of an enemy force. The end results
are avenues of approach suitable for friendly force configurations capable of
successfully completing the mission.

Step 1. Combine and analyze previously completed terrain products such as the
CCM, transportation (LOC), and linear obstacle overlays and updated aerial
photography of the area of operations to produce mobility corridors.

Step 2. Incorporate the limitations imposed by the battlefield terrain on friendly
and enemy doctrine.

Step 3. Forward the data gathered in Steps 1 and 2 to G2 or S2 military
intelligence (MI) personnel to identify the terrain influence on the configuration of
friendly and enemy forces in the area of operations. MI personnel will evaluate
mobility corridors using the doctrinal template, which considers battle doctrine,
the tactical situation, and possible high-value targets.
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